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"Progress in science is only achieved through careful analysis of 
methods and their power. Designing without analysis is idle spec-
ulation. lmplementatzon without analysis is tinkering. Alone they 
have no research value. All too often we read of major pieces of 
Al work that stop with the engineering steps. But we need to know 
how the zrnplemented program embodies the designs and that the 
program works well because of the design." B.G. Buchanan [Bu88] 

1 Introduction 

It has become a tradition at CADE to run a competition for first-order auto-
mated theorem provers based on the TPTP problem library. This competition 
(CASC) [SuSu96] aims at fully automatic ATP systems and provides various 
categories dedicated to different problem classes of first-order logic. The number 
of problems solved and the runtime is used to assess the winners in the individual 
categories of the competition. 

In the past considerable effort has been spent to discuss the issues of an 
inductive theorem proving competition but problems intrinsic to inductive rea-
soning have prevented a CASO-like competition. Inductive reasoning introduces 
additional search control problems to those already present in first-order theorem 
proving. The need for the selection of an appropriate induction order or for the 
speculation of intermediate lemmata results in infinite branching points in the 
search space because (technically speaking) the cut rule cannot be eliminated in 
inductive theories. As a consequence, all current inductive theorem proving sys-
tems are necessarily more or less interactive systems. For instance, recursively 
defined functions can be used to introduce new well-founded orderings to the 
prover, necessary intermediate lemmata have to be proven as theorems before-
hand in order to make them known to the prover. Furthermore, many systems 
allow the user to complement the problem description by additional strategic in-
formation (like the so-called hints in NQTHM [BoMo791) or allow him to build 
up a proof in an interactive way. In contrast to first-order theorem proving, 
inductive theorem proving still depends on the users help. Proving complex in-
ductive theorems depends on the experience and the skills of the human user. 
Thus besides their degree of automation, inductive theorem proving systems 



should also be judged on their abilities to assist the user in the organisation and 
tracking of complex proof systems [PrSI94]. 

The time which is necessary to adjust the problem set to the individual in-
ductive theorem provers, to perform the proofs, and to evaluate the results, im-
plies that the competition must take place already before the CADE-conference. 
Thus, the contest is held over the internet. Various problem sets are emailed to 
the contest participants. Each participant of the competition treats the prob-
lem sets individually and has to provide a detailed report on the behaviour of 
its system wrt. the individual problems. Each team is also expected to write a 
detailed report explaining their results and allowing to compare the abilities of 
the systems wrt. different issues. 

The success of an inductive theorem proving system depends on the appro-
priate formulation of the problems. Different systems provide different aids for 
the user to control the proof search. They also value differently the individual 
issues in automating inductive theorem proving. As a consequence, there is no 
winner of the competitiou since it seems to be impossible to weigh the different 
degrees of help, the user has given the system by his individual formulation of the 
problems. Instead the competition results in a detailed comparison of the par-
ticipating systems with respect to the several issues. During the FLoG-workshop 
13 "Automation of Proofs by Mathematical Induction" selected problems are 
tackled again (online) by all of the systems in order to study the behaviour of 
the systems in more detail. 

2 Problem Selection and System Evaluation 

The competitiou aims at an evaluation of the capabilities of inductive theorem 
proving systems with respect to various research problems. A "perfect" system 
would have to cope with a large variety of issues, such as for instance program 
synthesis, proving the termination of programs, or providing a sophisticated 
human-computer interface. Since existing systems usually support only parts of 
these issues, the selection of specific problem classes to be part of the competition 
would seriously affect the result of the competition. Hence the design of the 
competition takes this problem into account by the following means: 

The problem set is divided into two categories. The first category aims at 
"core" issues common to all inductive theorem proving systems. This comprises 
the selection of an appropriate induction scheme or case analysis and the guid-
ance of the resulting inductive proof obligation. These problems are adapted 
from a modified version of the NQTHM-92 release. This corpus is based on 
an B-quantifier free language and does not incorporate any synthesis problems. 
Within this category, about a hundred problems from this database are chosen 
to measure the automation of the various systems. The competition focuses on 
the number of problems which are solved automatically by the systems and the 
time they require to solve them. 

The second category is dedicated to specific issues of inductive theorem prov-
ing mentioned earlier in this paper. Examples are program synthesis (or proving 
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existentially quantified formulas respectively), proving the termination of pro-
grams, computing appropriate case analyses and induction schemes, or general 
issues of first-order theorem proving within inductive proofs. The competition 
provides specific (but small) problem sets dedicated to these problem classes. In 
contrast to the first, this category focuses on a comparison how different sys-
tems tackle these problems. Therefore the participants are requested to fill in a 
detailed questionnaire to illustrate the degree of automation, the used heuristics 
and methods, and the limitations of the chosen approach. 

3 Problem Presentation 

As mentioned before, the competition aims at a variety of different issues in 
inductive theorem proving. In order to cope with such problems (e.g. computing 
induction schemes, lemma speculation or proving the termination of algorithms), 
strategic knowledge of the user is incorporated into the way a particular problem 
is specified inside a system. Unfortunately the systems vary on the way how (and 
how much) proof knowledge is given to them. Additionally different provers are 
based on different logics. While for example NQTHM [BoMo79] is based on 
a non-sorted logic, CLAM [BvHHS91I uses Martin-Löf type theory. There is 
no uniform language which suits all of the provers. Thus, the participants are 
allowed to translate the problem sets into a logic accepted by their system but 
they are also requested to record this translation in their report. 

3.1 Input Language 

The principle of induction is strongly correlated to the semantic notion of gen-
erated algebras. These generated algebras are typically specified by providing 
a signature (a set of so-called constructor functions), the terms of which define 
the objects under consideration. In case of freely generated algebras two differ-
ent (constructor-) ground terms always denote different objects. For instance 
natural numbers or lists are typically specified as freely-generated datatypes 
(based on the signatures {O, s) and (nil, cons} respectively). The specification 
of other datatypes like integers or finite sets requires the identification of differ-
ent constructor-terms. Dealing with non-freely generated datatypes complicates 
the search for well-founded orderings which is one reason why only a small num-
ber of systems allow for these datatypes. Therefore in the first problem category 
the contest is restricted to freely-generated datatypes. For similar reasons mu-
tually recursive data structures (like for instance terms and termlists) are not 
used within this category. Nevertheless there are special problems in the second 
category which are dedicated to these problems. 

Inductive theorem proving systems have to create appropriate induction 
schemes for the given proof obligations. In general this constitutes an infinite 
branching point. In order to overcome this problem many systems use the re-
cursion ordering of constructively defined functions to formulate appropriate 
induction schemes. Thus these systems provide schemes to specify functions in a 
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constructive way which provides the systems with both, a set of logical axioms 
and a specification of well-founded orderings if the denoted algorithm can be 
proven to be terminating. Although the problem sets makes no use of such spe-
cific definition principles but consists of first-order axiomatisation, most of them 
can be encoded into such a framework. The participants are free to use such 
definition principles but again have to state this translation in their reports. 

4 Conclusion 

The CADE-16 contest on inductive theorem proving system is a first approach 
to compare and evaluate the different systems in this area. The motivations for 
running such a competition are to evaluate inductive theorem provers, to identify 
possible improvements and open research problems, and to construct a problem 
library for inductive theorem provers. Although we are aware of the limitations 
of this contest we see a clear potential for future competitions which will be 
improved with respect to the problem library and also with respect to a more 
granular evaluation of the experimental results. 
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